
The New Zealand Government is not just giving away tens of thousands of hectares of the nation 's 
most magnificent countryside - it 's paying lucky new landowners for the pleasure. 

Text Ann Brower 
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There is something different about the light in the South Island high country. 50 hectares. Following tenure review, these 865 parcels are now in private 

The details of topography are so crisp as to appear fake, or somehow ownership, ready and waiting for development. So far, only 20% of these 

artificially enhanced. A clear day on Lake Tekapo is like stepping out of parcels have been sold by about 40 of the new landowners, but these tenants-

Plato's cave; a cloudy day in the Crown Range is like stepping into Narnia. turned-owners have grossed over $147 million (see Table 1, below). 

But high country landscapes are changing: from a vast Crown pastoral estate, 

leased to just 300 farmers, to private subdivisions of eight hectare blocks; and 

from broad expanses of tussock to golf courses and pig farms on Lake Wanaka. 

From 1856 to 1992, the Crown owned 2.4 million hectares of South Island high 

country land. (The state of Israel, in comparison, is just 2 million hectares.) For 150 

years, the Crown leased land to runholders "for pastoral purposes only" (Land 

Act 1948 s.51 (1)(d)). Under these pastoral leases, run holders' property rights 

were strong (they enjoyed 33-year perpetually renewable terms) but narrow - no 

subdivision, no golf courses, and no soil disturbance. 

In 1992, the Minister of Lands and of Conservation in the then National 

government, the Hon. Denis Marshall, directed officials to begin a process 

with the obscure name of "tenure review" to 'divvy up' the high country. Land 

with value for biodiversity, landscape, or recreation could become public 

conservation land as parks or reserves. And land "capable of economic use" 

could be privatised. At the time, most people who knew anything about it saw 

something good in tenure review, and supported the idea. The runholders saw 

something good in getting freehold title to the most productive parts of the 

high country. Conservationists saw something good in removing sheep from 

fragile land at high altitude, allowing tussock to recover. And recreationists 

saw something good in opelling access for trampers and hunters. 

For interest groups at tile time, then, high country tenure review seemed 

win-win. But these three groups represented their particular interests, not 

the interests of the public at large and not the interests of the New Zealand 

taxpayer. The Crown, after all, is supposed to represent the New Zealand 

citizen and the New Zealand taxpayer. 

On the ground, tenure review has often resulted in land above 1000 

metres becoming public conservation land administered by the Department 

of Conservation (DoC), while productive land along river valleys and on lake 

shores has been, and is being, privatised and opened to development. 

This privatisation has paved the way for much of the new viticulture in the 

Gibbston Valley near Queenstown (where Denis Marshall now lives and owns 

a vineyard'), subdivisions along Lake Wakatipu, and the 'for sale signs' that 

sprinkle the Central Otago hills. In short, tenure review is a massive transfer of 

land and wealth from the public to a lucky few farmers. 

Tenure review is also carving up landscape with a blunt knife. What began 

as 80 Crown-owned parcels with an average size of 5938 hectares, on which 

tenant sheep farmers could only engage in extensive sheep grazing, has so 

far been subdivided into 865 parcels, of which at least 550 are smaller than 

Tabte 1; The luckiest dozen - the top 12 grOSSing private land sales post 
tenure review 

GROSS SALES TOTAL PARCELS TOTAL HECTARES 
NAME OF LEASE REVENUE SOLD SOLD 

Hillend $26,200,000 36 2665.0 

Closeburn $17,696,000 25 2442.3 

Alphaburn $10,100,000 1 193.0 

Eastburn ... Waitiri $9,700,000 2 1809.9 

Mt Rosa $7,521,000 21 53.1 

Oueensberry Hills $7,347,500 20 1791.7 

Wentworth $6,607,000 16 3889.7 

Ben Ohau $6.149,000 10 3707.1 

Cairnmuir $5,466,000 15 4106.4 

Bendigo $4,685,000 13 623.8 

Puknki Downs $4,665,000 4 582.6 

Mt Pisa I & 11 $2.666,000 98.0 

Here's the surprising part the Crown lost money in this sell-off. So far, 

the Crown has IJought runholders' grazing rights to about 200,000 hectares, 

and the run holders have bougllt freehold title - or private property rights - to 

about 300,000 hectares. What tile Crown solei - freehold title and the option 

to develop the shores of Lakes Wanaka, Wakatipu, Tekapo, Pukaki and more 

- is far more valuable than what it bought: the option to graze the unforgiving, 

Iligh altitude countlY deemed incapalJle of economic use. For the Crown to 

pay the new owners of valuable land over $27 million (see Table 2, overlea0 is 

decidedly odd. 

Some examples may give an idea of the scale of the Crown loss from 

2003-2005, under the ministerial eyes of the Labour government's Hon. John 

Tamihere and Hon. Pete Hodgson. On the shores of Lake Wanaka, the Crown 

privatised 18,957 hectares. In this deal, the Crown shifted 4767 hectares of 

mostly higher elevation land into public conservation land. Thus, it privatised 

the most developable 80% of this land, and conserved the least productive 

20%. Somewhat incomprehensibly, the Crown then paid the new landowners 

- that is, the new possessors of freehold title - $263,000. In the case of 

Glendllu Station on the south shore of Lake Wan aka, the Crown privatised 

91% (over 2000 hectares), while conserving fewer than 300 hectares. And 

the Crown still lost money, paying $5000 net to the new owners of 91% of 

Glendhu. These new owners have since applied for consent to build a $10 

million golf course with villas and accommodation for 200. If that proposal 

fails, they'd quite like to put a pig farm on the shores of Lake Wanaka. 
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Table 2: The other lucky dozen 

YEAR NET PAID TO 
STATION 
NAME 

OF HECTARES HECTARES PERCENT RUNHOLDER 
DEAL CONSERVED PRIVATISED PRIVATI SED BY CROWN 

Shirlmar 

Glendene 

Killerrnont 

Otamatapaio 

Dome Hills 1 & 2 

Mataura Valley 

Braeside 

Dalrachney 

Ben Avon 

Ouailburn 

Longslip 

Dingleburn 

2003 

2005 

2005 

2003 

2003 

2004 

2005 

2003 

2003 

2002 

2004 

2004 

9 

2136 

1152 

2353 

1421 

3684 

7870 

2423 

4931 

5052 

5626 

17722 

3514 

6021 

3671 

5544 

5947 

4322 

4485 

5424 

3359 

2135 

9457 

7016 

99.7% 

74% 

76% 

70% 

81% 

54% 

36% 

69% 

41% 

30% 

63% 

28% 

$9,000 

$377,000 

$420,000 

$600,000 

$600,000 

$710,000 

$940,000 

$1,020,000 

$1,200,000 

$1,265,000 

$1.400,000 

$5,577.500 

Perhaps more surprising than the cash the Crown doled out to its former 

tenants are the ecological values forfeited in negotiations, The Crown Pastoral 

Land Act 1998, which governs the tenure review process, directs officials to 

identify and conserve land with "significant inherent values" for recreation, 

biodiversity, heritage, landscape, and the like, and the Conservation Act 1987 

directs DoC to advocate for conservation interests, So DoC duly hires experts 

ecologists, entomologists, botallists and landscape architects - to identify 

land with these mandated values, 

Oddly, in tenure review negotiations over low elevation land, DoC has 

only asked for 34% of the land its experts identified as important to conserve 

because it is "acutely" or "chronically" threatened, In mid-altitude land 

identified as "at risk", DoC asked for only 69% of what its experts identified 

as worthy of protection, But in high altitude land, too rugged to have 

development potential and well represented in the conservation estate, DoC 

asked for 91 % of what its experts identified. In the ensuing negotiations, DoC 

then successfully got most of what it asked for, a result which seemed to be 

produced by following an unusual negotiating strategy: if one party asks for 

far too little, the other will eagerly agree 

I came to New Zealand in 2004 as a Fulbright Scholar, with what Yale and 

Berkeley had trained me to see as legal and political truths: 

• that property is a bundle of rights, not an absolute; 

• that renting and leasing are different from owning; 

• that leasehold grazing rights, no matter how long-lived, are very different 

to freehold rights; 

• that the option to develop land such as the shores of Lake Wanaka is more 

valuable than the right to graze the same shoreline; 

• and that politics is an exercise in strategic hypocrisy, 
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I held these truths to be self-evident, so didn't think tlley needed 

explaining or defending, I tllought surely the Crown would share this 

understanding, According to the common law understanding of property 

rights, the Crown shouldn't have lost money in the process of tenure review. 

In 2004, I set out to find out why it had, As I started to study the politics and 

economics of tenure review, it became clear that the entrenched power of the 

farming lobby had consistently and fundamentally altered the perceived truth 

about who owns the high country, 

I found tllat, rather than taking an active stance in lanel reform 

negotiations, mid-level bureaucrats directed the government contractors 

making deals to be neutral in negotiat'ions The trouble is that tile Crown and 

its taxpayers have a sizeable financial interest in the high country; and the 

CroWI1'S failure to advocate for that interest was a tacit agreement to lose, 

The Crown forfeited its rights, and the public's, from tile start, For 15 years, 

farmers and some environmentalists could call land reform deals "win-win" 

only because the Crown was agreeing to lose millions. 

The high country farmers were livid alJout Illy findings, Their fury suggested 

there might IJe another reason the Crown was giving away the high country 

and paying the lucky recipients, It suggested there are two very differellt 

understandings of property rights at play in tile high country, First, there is the 

Illodem, legal bundle-of-rights view Wllich I had naively assumed everyone 

shared, But there is a much deeper, more cultural and romantic view, first 

propounded by the seventeenth century English philosopher, John Locke, 

In the Lockean view, when a person works and improves land he or she 

comes to own it. But in the modern legal view, the rigllts are Shared; work 

and improveillents do 110t change ownership unless the statute says so, and 

the Land Act 1948 does not say so, It seemed that the bureaucrats in charge 

of deals subscribed to the Lockean view - romantic, patriotic, and several 

centuries out of date. 

Also during this controversy, the Minister of Land Information in the Labour 

government, David Parker, released some data I'd been denied three times by 

Land Information NZ bureaucrats, This was data about who paid whom how 

much money in each individual tenure review deal. Analysis revealed tllal: 

1) the runholders who privatised the most land also got the best deal. 

That is, those who kept the least land got the worst price per hectare, 

and those who kept the most land got the best price per hectare (see, for 

example, Shirlmar Station in Table 2); 

2) while privatising high country land, the Crown was giving a bulk 

discount. The more land it privatised, the less it charged per hectare. 

Essentially, the Crown paid whatever it took to close tenure review deals. 

High country lessees stuck doggedly to the Lockean work-to-own view of 

ownership that made it see III that they owned the high country (except when 



discussing rent), and deserved to be paid as though a lease were the same as 

freehold. The bureaucrats followed the farmers' Lockean lead. This Lockean 

view is also intimately related to and bolstered by the cultural imagery of the 

high country. The "Southem Man" is not just this year's Speight's campaign, 

but every year's Speight's campaign. These pop culture images encourage 

the perception that lessees' labour created freehold ownership of the land. 

It seems that the Lockean ideas and cultural ideals had transformed renters 

into owners. 

The Lockean view of land ownership also justified the Crown paying public 

money while giving away public assets. One would expect the Crown to stick 

up for the many, and for the public interest. The declassified payments data 

suggest that the Crown failed to try to stick up for the many, and succeeded 

admirably at failing. 

But neither corruption nor conspiracy was to blame. Rather, the resonant 

imagery of the do-it-yourself, work-to-own theory of property created a 

hegemony of farmer dominance. This dominance turned even the otherwise 

left-leaning Clark government into the anti-Robin Hood taking from the many 

to give to a few. 

In June 2007, the Labour government changed the policy. This followed 

growing controversy, but was triggered by outrage over a deal to privatise 

nine kilometres of Lake Tekapo shoreline while paying the run holder 

$325,000. The Crown had always held the power to veto a deal at any time, 

but had never used it. Then, in one fell swoop, Cabinet all-but vetoed more 

than 50 deals on runs within five kilometres of a southern lake unless the 

deal met the Crown's criteria. To be approved for funding, future deals near 

lakes would need to prevent shoreline subdivision or "significant alteration" 

and water pollution. 

In sum, the Crown announced it would no longer enter every tenure 

review proposed by a runholder, but would first consider whether 

tenure review could adequately protect conservation values. If the deal 

proceeded, it would be subject to a much more rigorous set of tests than 

before the 2007 changes. It is striking that it took 16 years for a Cabinet 

to insist that each deal must be good for the Crown. These changes came 

none too soon for many. One DoC staffer commented, "If the minister 

hadn't insisted on better outcomes, that land would be in pivot irrigators 

tomorrow. Guaranteed." 

But the changes to the tenure review policy did not last long. On 

26 August, 2009, the National-led cabinet repealed most of the Labour 

Government's changes to tenure review. A 2009 Cabinet minute revokes 

the previous government's attempts to protect lakefront land from intensive 

development, subdivision and other forms of alteration of the landscape. It 

suggests replacing the strong protection of lakefront landscapes with "time-

limited covenants, for example preventing sulJdivisioll for a specified period 

to allow district plans to be amended". 

Earlier, in a puzzling policy change, Associate Minister of Conservation 

Kate Wilkinson said two things 

1) the government will continue to fund tenure review; but 

2) "This Government is not looking to acquire more farmland. We do not 

need to increase our property portfolio." (The Press, 6 June 2009). 

One is forced to wonder: if we will not be acquiring new conservation 

land, then what will the government be buying with tenure review funds? One 

might also wonder why no one has made a fuss about renewed privatisation 

of thousands of hectares of high country. Perhaps it's because the day after 

announcing changes to tenure review, the government revealed the possibility 

of minillg on public conservation land. 

Thus, at the dawn of a new decade, we're back to wllere we started - willl 

the quiet but steady privatisation of the New Zealand high country. 

1. Mr (formerly the Han) Denis Marsllall's Hawkshead Vineymd is a piece of what was 

once Mt Rosa Station in tile Gibbston Valley near Oueenstown, one of the early tenure 

reviews to go through in his ministerial tenure. 
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